Knowle and Dorridge Racquets Club
Annual Tournament 2019 Report

“Flaming June” this year was a combination of sun, wind and torrential downpours leading
to quite a lot of frustration in the first several days with multiple matches delayed.
A welcome break in the second week plus the intrepidity of the Knowle and Dorridge tennis
player base got things back on track to lead us to the finals, on a weekend where
temperatures rose to 30 Celsius in the shade during the afternoon session.
Spectators did more than their part throughout the day providing great support for the 10
finals matches that started at 10:30 am and completed just before 6:00 pm.

The Ladies Singles Open saw last year’s winner Nicole
Dann take on Alex Gahan in the first match of the finals.
Alex put up a brave fight presenting Nicole with a lot of
chipped returns that prevented the reigning champion
from getting some of her usually piercing ground strokes.
After one and a half hours of great tennis played in the
Friday evening sun, Alex finally broke down to provide
the teenager with match point.
A deep return forced the error to
provide Nicole her second ladies
open singles title; in the process
becoming the second youngest
player to win a trophy in the
annual tournament.
Final score 6-3, 6-3 to Nicole.

The Mens Singles Open saw the return of
Kevin Bray from injury as the no. 1 seed to
take on club coach Kayne Mann seeded
no. 2.
A tough final played under the midday
sun saw Kevin lose his first set in the
tournament going down 3-6 to Kayne
who was playing some great serve and
volley tennis.
A short break appeared to rejuvenate
Kevin who took the next 2 sets and win
the title 3-6, 6-3, 6-2.

The second match of the morning session saw the
father and son pairing of Jonathan and Stephen Worrell
face Jeff Davies and James Brown in the Mens Doubles
Handicap.
Jeff and James last played in
the tournament some 19 years
ago winning the Mens Double
Open in the process.
Although clinical in the earlier
rounds using Jeff’s new knee
and hips, the Worrell’s put an
end to any hopes of their
winning the trophy taking the
match in straight sets 6-0, 7-5.

The Mixed Doubles Handicap saw
a marathon where eventual Ladies
Doubles Handicap winners Karen
Foster and Jane Bishop faced each
other with partners Matthew Daines
and Paul Tinley.
The match finished 3 hours and 6
minutes later, becoming the
longest in KDRC history; the second
set alone taking 100 minutes and
going to 20 games.
Karen and Matthew prevailed 6-3,
9-11, 6-2 to take the trophy.

Losing Mens Double Open finalist
Matt Collinson took on first round
loser David Boyall in the second
game of the midday session for
the Mens Singles Plate.
Undeterred by his earlier defeat, a
relentless Matt wore David down
to go one better than last year
and taking the title in straight sets
6-3, 6-2.

In the second match of the
afternoon session, sisters Gail
Burrows and Jackie Creed
contested the Ladies Doubles
Handicap against Jane Bishop and
Karen Foster.
Jane and Karen had earlier
duelled each other for just over 3
hours in the morning sun.
Last year’s runners up Gail and
Jackie could not take advantage
of the battle-weary pair losing in
straight sets 2-6, 2-6.

The Mens Singles Handicap saw the return of both
Jonathan Worrell and Matthew Daines following their
earlier wins in the Doubles Handicap events.
Matthew took the first set 6-2 with 2 breaks of serve, but
was then pegged back by Jonathan who took the
second with a single break of serve.
An hour and 20 minutes into the match; with the score
on serve at 4-3 in the third, Matthew was forced to retire
through exhaustion, no longer being able to overcome
the stifling combination of severe heat and duraworrell,
thus handing Jonathan the win 2-6, 6-4, 4-3.

The first match of the day saw the no.1 seeds Lisa
Waterhouse and Georgina Falzon take on the reigning Ladies
Doubles Open champions and no.2 seeds Nicole Dann and
Katie Fagg.
In a one-sided match, the more experienced pair prevented
the teenagers from finding any rhythm, to
take the match and title in straight sets 6-0,
6-0 without the loss of a single game.
Sadly, the customized shirts
got the no.1 seeds no kisses,
the only ace of the match
coming from Katie deep in
the second set.

The delayed afternoon session kicked off with the Mens Doubles Open played on court
1 at the hottest part of the day.
The match saw the return of Kevin Bray from his earlier win in the singles to pair Dave
Tait and take on the unseeded pairing of Kayne Mann and Matt Collinson.
Although 3 of the 4 players had already played in tough singles matches in the midday
session – it did not stop the guys from ratcheting up the serves and drive volleys to
deliver a game of high-octane tennis.
Although the no. 1 seeds Kevin and Dave triumphed in straight sets 6-4, 6-1 the game
was anything but straight forward with 7 of the 17 games going to deuce.

.

The final match of the tournament saw the no.4 seeds Emma Windsor and Calvin
Santana-Vaz take on the no. 3 seeds Lisa Waterhouse and Adam Turnbull in the
Mixed Doubles Open.
In the semi-finals Calvin and new partner Emma had won a 3 set thriller against the
no.2 seeds Sophie Livesey and Kevin Bray, whilst Lisa and Adam had beaten the
no.1 seeds Alicia and Mike Erskine in straight sets.
Powerful baseline rallies and sharp volleying accompanied by a single break of
serve in each set ensured victory for Emma and Calvin with a score line of 6-4, 6-3.

You can find the results of all the matches under the tennis section of the club website.

Word from the committee.
Despite a miserable start to this year’s tournament, finals day, played on the hottest day of
the year, was a great success with some excellent tennis and a great atmosphere.
Immaculate grounds and ample seating along with the pop-up gazebos made for a very
pleasant days viewing.
The handicapping appeared to have worked very well providing a number of long, closely
fought games over the three weeks.
We did have some upsets amongst the seeds with new players coming through the ranks,
but that’s all good for the long term.
Thank you to everyone who played in the tournament and congratulations to those who got
to the finals and gave the spectators such entertaining and good value tennis.
Thanks specially to those who helped in the numerous background tasks. A tournament like
this simply does not happen without volunteers such as the umpires sitting under the direct
sun, the ladies providing tea and cakes and the bar staff. The pork buns were a welcome
source of nourishment.
Finally, a sincere thank you to the supporters – without you matches would lack the
atmosphere on which competitive tennis thrives.
We really hope you enjoyed the tournament and look forward to next year when we are
looking to introduce even more changes to make it even more successful.
In the meantime, if you have any suggestions or comments on what we could do differently
or better, please contact the tennis chair Jackie Parry, tournament referee Lisa Waterhouse
or tournament organizer Roque Santana-Vaz.
For and on behalf of the tennis committee.
Roque

